VRG RULES OF CONDUCT

3.3.15

If we all play by the same rules everyone will enjoy the game more and the chance of damage to
our cars will be reduced. Not all organizations enforce the same rules, so please review and
follow these basic rules at this event.
1. START
A. Driver on pole controls the speed of the pack approaching the green flag. It should be
a steady speed as set by the Pace Car before it pulls off.
B. Outside pole must stay even with the pole car.
C. All other cars must stay in line with car in front and maintain a gap of no more than 2
car lengths until the green flag is waved.
2. PASSING
A. The overtaking driver has the primary responsibility for a safe pass.
B. If the overtaking car is not fully even with the car being passed at the turn in point, it
should not interfere with the lead car’s right to a normal line to the apex unless the lead
car has given a point by approaching the corner.
C. If the overtaking car is even at the turn in point or has been given a point by
approaching the corner; both cars must share the road and avoid contact.
D. Drivers being lapped should point the faster cars through and leave racing room.
3. BLOCKING
You may take a defensive line when racing for position, but must not make sudden
moves to block a passing car. No second move.
4. DAMAGE AVOIDANCE
Should a car in front of you slow to avoid a car that has lost control, you
should not treat this as an opportunity to pass, hold your position until you are past the
out of control car.
5. DAMAGE
If you have any contact that results in damage to your car or some other car you must
come off track and report to the Black Flag Steward and a member of the Drivers
Committee. Do not allow anyone to make any repairs or remove any tire marks from your
car until the Drivers Committee has inspected your car. If you are found at fault in an
incident that causes damage to someone else’s car you will be done for the weekend.
6. RESPECT OTHERS
Vintage racing mixes cars and drivers of different potentials. Respect and accommodate
the differences. Play safe and have fun..

